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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

8-7-2019 minus-452 degrees Fahrenheit — about 7 degrees above absolute zero...
superconductivity!! 

8-7-2019 Superconductivity inside your Mac Book Pro, or IBM Super Computer
coming soon. 

8-7-2019 Superconductivity class for all at Starbucks on Mac Book Pro's with 3
monitors!! 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are reading this, their answer is maybe this
would lead to the gravity engine car... 

8-7-2019 Superconductivity going viral in YouTube Videos. 
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8-7-2019 ...their answer is maybe this would lead to the gravity engine car...
Super Computer Simulations of this and Ms. Kagovanaugh in Denver. Vegetarian vs
meat, colon goings on, on a YouTube Super Computer Simulations with Coors to
wash it down... grin. 

8-7-2019 A Dutch physicist, Heike Kamerlingh Onnes, first observed the
phenomenon of superconductivity in 1911 in mercury that had been cooled to below
minus-452 degrees Fahrenheit — about 7 degrees above absolute zero. Other
physicists were astounded; it was as if they had come across a perpetual motion
machine. Indeed, an electrical current running around a ring of mercury at 7
degrees above absolute zero would, in principle, run forever. Look this up in the
Encyclopedia Brittianica paper and digital editions then look it up in the NY Times
1911. 

7,885 violent crimes; NY Times Headlines Today; Last year, there were 7,885
violent crimes committed with firearms in New York. Japan warns citizens about
traveling to US 'gun society' after mass shootings. The Consulate General of Japan
in Detroit has warned Japanese residents who may be traveling to the United
States in the wake of NY Times Headlines Today; Last year, there were 7,885
violent crimes committed with firearms in New York. 

8-7-2019 $1 Trillion was paid to Homeland Security last year. 7,885 violent
crimes! And some white collar Crime, grin! 
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8-7-2019 $37.9 million profits in the last 3 months for the NY Times, a crime
when you drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR around and around Times Square as a
perpetual Motion Machine!! Mark Thompson, the company’s chief executive drives a
gas engine car. 

8-7-2019 Ask CIA for Full Review of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, analysts say
such a move is unlikely. A School Laptop Under $500 That Isn’t Junk - Mac Book
Pro @ $8,384 paid for out of the $777 Trillion. Full Review by the CIA. 
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Kate Kavanaugh, who owns Western Daughters Butcher Shoppe in Denver, breaking
down a rack of beef ribs, separating rib-eyes from rib plates. At least 622 people
have died of the mosquito-borne illness this year. Meat illness this year million
have died I would bet... world wide. With no A/C 24/7 Number of Meat caused
illness was not in this NY Times article. 

8-7-2019 Denver Cop Baby Wife; Ms. Kavanaugh in Denver was a strict
vegetarian. She stopped eating meat for more than a decade, she said, out of a
deep love for animal life and respect for the environment. Kate Kavanaugh, who
owns Western Daughters Butcher Shoppe in Denver and the same Daughters in
Fiery Wrecks Gas Stations in Denver. Kate never gave up gas stations in her 10
years of being a vegetarian this is why she was seduced into eating meat. If there
were Ford WindmillCAR's in Denver Kate would still be a mind set vegetarian! Cadre
of like-minded former vegetarians and vegans who became butchers in hopes of
revolutionizing the current food system in the United States. Referring to
themselves as ethical butchers, who own gas stations in Denver. Home of Gas
Stations, Denver, Colorado, grin $$$ Denver 2 White Men at 1984 HQ direct
responsibility for the killing on which his meat eating depends... heart attack,
cardiac arrest, killing gas stations depend on Joint Chiefs of Staff blood money
from Denver Oil and Gas $$$. MIT War Toys has a office in Denver. Janice
Schindler, the general manager of the Meat Hook in Brooklyn, breaking down a
beef shoulder before the store opens. Across the Street the MD is looking into a
womans shoulder for bleeding. Janice Schindler, 28, who was a vegan for five
years and is now the general manager of the Meat Hook butcher shop in Brooklyn,
the animal in question was a turkey at a “Kill Your Own Thanksgiving Dinner” event
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at a local farm. “It was really morbid. I was the only one who signed up,” she
said. “I’d never killed anything before. Turkeys are such large animals. But when
you put them in a poultry cone upside down, they completely relax. Then you can
cut an artery. It stuns them and they bleed. I spent the rest of the day working
the eviscerating station. It was super-gross, but I found it fascinating.” MD High
School in Brooklyn students have their own cadaver, most died from breast cancer.
Grass-fed and -finished meat has been shown to cause colon cancer. The MD High
School Students do believe this the women at the Butcher Shop don't. The MD
High School Students as her to get a colon cancer test. Mom!! Olivia Newton John
and Steve Jobs should have financed the MD High School. By Melissa Clark who
didn't mention Coors and Denver in the same article, grin. Coors Oil + Cattle
Company Denver... ha! James Bennet, the editor of the Times editorial page,
testified they put sanctions on the 1980 - 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Sarah Palin’s
Defamation Suit Against New York Times Is Reinstated. “This is — and has always
been — a case about media accountability of $777 Trillion in Alaska Oil Money
mixed with $777 Trillion in Saudi Oil Revenues. NY Times has censored this for
decades while getting some oil kickbacks and blood money from Alaska and Saudi
Arabia. Defamation Suit Against New York Times Is Reinstated by Armstrong
NASA Top Brass. Train was censored from the editorial at the time for War's!
Not Star Wars Editorials from the Times. Stacking the Editorial deck. Mr. Bennet
had acted out of “actual malice,” for $777 Trillion dollars. Rx Recipe Cure for
Breast Cancer was also censored by Bennet. 
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Breast Cancer from Meat and Wine... roulette wheel at the menu without knowing
the odds favor the Casino. 

As she battles cancer for the third time, Olivia Newton-John is not focusing on
how much time she may have left. The 70-year-old singer and actress sat down
with “60 Minutes Australia” to talk about living with stage 4 breast cancer. The
beloved star was first diagnosed with breast cancer in 1992 and again in 2013, but
chose to keep that battle private. Did she fall for the same Cure's as Steve Jobs?
Wish she would have told us on 60 minutes. In 2013, the actress found out that
she had cancer in her shoulder, and then last year she revealed the breast cancer
had spread to the base of her spine. 

8-7-2019 Philippines Declares a National Dengue Epidemic. At least 622 people
have died of the mosquito-borne illness this year, officials said. 2 hours ago By
JASON GUTIERREZ Starbucks in the Philippines - No not one Mac Book Pro at a
Starbucks table. Why, they are into winning a Nobel in War. "At Starbucks Typing
on a Mac Book Pro with 3 Monitors Set Up for her Nobel's in Medicine" Several
people in the Philippines have $100 Million dollars, enough to buy a Mac Book Pro
with 3 monitors to write the Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel novel on the Rx
Recipe Miracle Cure for Dengue, bursting its cell wall like a Penicillin! 4 trillion Rx
Recipes hacked. 

8-7-2019 Let This Recipe Change How You Cook. 4 Trillion Rx Recipes and not one
printed out on the front page of the NY Times. 

8-7-2019 Coors Binge Drinking; One in 10 Older Adults 65 + Binge Drink, Study
Says A new study looked at the prevalence of heavy drinking among adults 65 and
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older, who are especially vulnerable to its effects. By Emily S. Rueb who didn't put
in a NY Times Super Computer Simulation Video. 

8-7-2019 Coors + Meat Every Day Super Computer Simulations... 

 

Cop writing a ticket, Officer Jason is just one burned to death, That May Have
Been Avoidable. With Jimmy Carter's 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's with F-35 Radar!! 
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8-7-2019 Government Perks for War Hero's driving a gas engine car, gravity
engine! Neil Armstrong Died After Heart Surgery. That May Have Been Avoidable.
Buried at Sea, his casket was a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR... '1984' 

8-7-2019 minus-452 degrees Fahrenheit — about 7 degrees above absolute zero...
superconductivity 2019 Ford WindmillCAR second miracle if F-35 Radar on all
Ford's and all Roads! Love of fast cars ended in tragedy. In September 2004, he
was driving from San Francisco to Santa Barbara, Calif., when his car, traveling at
more than 100 miles per hour, slammed into a van, killing a man and injuring seven
other people. Percent of readers who have driven a car at 100 mph or riden in a
car at 100 mph. I can almost remember dad the first time he drove a car with
mom and 3 kids at 100 mph. Third miracle is iPhone iDash Cam and iCop in your
Car, you never get pulled over and Officer Janson never writes a ticket on the side
of the highway. 4th Miracle is caller ID on her cell, Star Wars Caller ID. 

8-7-2019 Working MD Women - In the Burn Unit not far from the NY Times
Building but Light Years from the Editors at the NY Times - War Criminals!! 
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Dr. Lisa Sanders MD @ Apple Mac Book Pro @ $8,384 @ every Starbucks Table in
Paris and the USA Code Blue failure on Win 10 as it failed to install the Pink
Cancer Cure and 2019 Ford WindmillCAR with 1 trillion volt fly and mosquitoes
zapper with WindmillDrones. Girl Scouts Rescued by Rx Recipe's invented for
Cancers and other Diseases. France warns Girls not to mix Wine with Breast
Cancer, let mom drink her French Wine. It goes with French Oil Men in our times
of bone saw murders and exhaust in general. 
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8-7-2019 Greg read every Textbook in the Universe book store on breaks and
lunch!! Rice University that offers a few dozen free textbooks, covering everything
from AP Biology to Principles of Accounting. In the 2019–2020 academic year, 2.7
million students across 6,600 Universities need to read every Textbook in the
University Book Store then take a walk over to the Medical School Book Store like
Greg did and read as many Medical Textbooks as you have time. 2 White Men at
1984 HQ look over the Textbooks they had at Yale and Harvard. Pearson is one of
the biggest publishers of educational books in the world, with a roster of 1,500
textbooks in the US market. Last month, it announced that going forward it would
adopt a “digital first” strategy. It’ll still produce physical textbooks, but students
will rent by default with the option to buy after the rental period ends. “Our job
is to provide the very best content with the very best learning outcomes at the
very best prices for students that we can,” says Pearson CEO John Fallon. 2 White
Men at 1984 HQ look over the Textbooks they had at Yale and Harvard. Think of
the other students who read the Encyclopedia Brittianica and others. 

Amazon Britannica Global Edition 3.4 out of 5 stars, trillion stars, grin! 7 customer
reviews Price: $993.90 + $3.99 shipping Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Tip,
read with a list of 1,001 IP invention projects opened on your Mac Book Pro. 
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8-7-2019 Working MD Women - How many shootings are there in New York City?
As of July 28, 521 people had been shot this year in New York City, in 441
shooting incidents, according to the police. That’s up from 501 people shot in 413
incidents in the same period a year ago. The shootings are not spread evenly
across the city. Some precincts in Queens and Manhattan have not reported any
shootings this year. Others have logged quite a few. 

8-7-2019 Working MD Women - 984 Shootings hot far from the NY Times
building and not one Women MD video of the bloody mess in the OR on a Times
Video going viral with specs on how to best tread this for the Medical Students.
Other news in the Times today about live streaming videos but not 984 NYC
shootings. NY Times tourists ads censored Last year, there were 7,885 violent
crimes committed with firearms in New York. 

8-6-2019 Crude Oil Money $777 Trillion... How our president and our mass
shooters are connected to the same dark psychic forces. Influence of 12 Trillion
Galaxies has No Gravity on our President Trump or any of the Oil Men World
Wide. Today they are going to Nuke Iran to stop it from selling its Oil $$$. 
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8-6-2019 Crude Oil Money $777 Trillion... "Military’s Vast Oil Business Revenue's
$777 Trillion Enables Abuses, U.N. Says" Starbucks with a Mac Book Pro set up
by the Pentagon for her Nobel in Medicine, Not Today! 

8-7-2019 Manet in "At Starbucks Typing on a Mac Book Pro with 3 Monitors Set
Up for her Nobel's in Medicine" shows the Ruling Class in Paris. Manet 1980 -
2019 USA. 

 

Kate Kavanaugh, who owns Western Daughters Butcher Shoppe in Denver, breaking
down a rack of beef ribs, separating rib-eyes from rib plates. Dengue Epidemic.
At least 622 people have died of the mosquito-borne illness this year. Meat illness
this year million have died I would bet... world wide. With no A/C 24/7 Number of
Meat caused illness was not in this NY Times article. 
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Breast Cancer from Meat and Wine... roulette wheel at the menu without knowing
the odds favor the Casino. 

As she battles cancer for the third time, Olivia Newton-John is not focusing on
how much time she may have left. The 70-year-old singer and actress sat down
with “60 Minutes Australia” to talk about living with stage 4 breast cancer. The
beloved star was first diagnosed with breast cancer in 1992 and again in 2013, but
chose to keep that battle private. Did she fall for the same Cure's as Steve Jobs?
Wish she would have told us on 60 minutes. In 2013, the actress found out that
she had cancer in her shoulder, and then last year she revealed the breast cancer
had spread to the base of her spine. 

8-7-2019 Philippines Declares a National Dengue Epidemic. At least 622 people
have died of the mosquito-borne illness this year, officials said. 2 hours ago By
JASON GUTIERREZ Starbucks in the Philippines - No not one Mac Book Pro at a
Starbucks table. Why, they are into winning a Nobel in War. "At Starbucks Typing
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on a Mac Book Pro with 3 Monitors Set Up for her Nobel's in Medicine" Several
people in the Philippines have $100 Million dollars, enough to buy a Mac Book Pro
with 3 monitors to write the Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel novel on the Rx
Recipe Miracle Cure for Dengue, bursting its cell wall like a Penicillin! 4 trillion Rx
Recipes hacked. 

8-7-2019 Let This Recipe Change How You Cook. 4 Trillion Rx Recipes and not one
printed out on the front page of the NY Times. 

8-6-2019 “In the Casino" (circa 1980 - 2019 What compounds Manet Painting “In
the Casino" ambiguous force of 12 Trillion Galaxies and $777 Trillion in illegal Oil
and Gas Revenues. 

8-6-2019 “In the Conservatory” (circa 1877-79), a woman on a bench stares
impassively into the middle distance, while a man leans down in silent vexation.
Their left hands, each sporting a wedding band, dangle near each other but do not
touch. What compounds the painting’s ambiguous force is our lives on Earth in a
Universe. "Military’s Vast Oil Business Revenue's $777 Trillion Enables Abuses,
U.N. Says" 

2002 to 2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders at Los Alamos with this 'Diagnosis' Netflix a
Manhattan Project. Diagnosis of the 2002 Ford WindmillCAR driven to Dr. Lisa

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/22/magazine/diagnosis-tv-netflix-lisa-sanders.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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Sanders with $7 Trillion from Trump Gas Stations World Wide. Manhattan Projects
with Rich 'Diagnosis' that gets the A-Bomb and does not fire Oppenheimer's, grin.
Click Here for Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Director of Los Alamos Manhattan 'Diagnosis'
Project. Video 

 

8-6-2019 "Senators Urge Google to Give Temporary Workers Full-Time Status" By
DAISUKE WAKABAYASHI 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/22/magazine/diagnosis-tv-netflix-lisa-sanders.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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8-6-2019 Temp Workers at Google Medical School and Hospital, Nursing Home...
office Temps at Google are really a different class like Senators who could not get
into a Medical School so they went to Yale and Harvard Law School and failed
society with 1 million pink dead in 2019. Temp Senators... Google Electrifying 2019
Ford WindmillCAR for all Workers paid for by Google as a Bonus! ‘Coriolanus,’
Addicted to War at Google killing Google workers in fiery wrecks, oh no they are
Temps not Google workers. Boss is addicted to war and much more! 

8-6-2019 Shootings Renew Debate Over How to Combat Domestic Shooting that
far far outnumber Mass shootings at 19,084 in 2019. Just in the USA. "Nanny
Asked Ex-Boyfriend to Return Key. He Arrived With a Knife." By CORINA KNOLL
and EDGAR SANDOVAL How to Combat the Nanny fighting the Pentagon Generals
war's at home while they live it up in Saddam Palace in Baghdad. Mr. Porter, 27,
of Elizabeth, N.J., was arrested on Sunday and charged with the murders of Ms.
Bermudez-Rodriguez and her employer, David Kimowitz, 40, who managed
comedians and owned the Stand Restaurant and Comedy Club, a comedy venue near
Gramercy Park in Manhattan. Mr. Kimowitz’s wife and two young daughters were
out of town at the time of the attacks, the authorities said. Mr. Porter was
detained on Sunday at Newark Liberty International Airport while, according to the
police, he was attempting to flee the country for Cancún, Mexico. 

8-6-2019 Homeland Security $1 Trillion and 59 people shot across Chicago this
past weekend, 7 fatally: cops 

8-6-2019 Cancún, Mexico domestic Shootings not covered by the NY Times. 
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8-6-2019 "Duodenoscopes taken off the market. “The infection data are
overwhelming and irrefutable, and the need is urgent,” Duodenoscopes have
sickened hundreds of patients in hospital outbreaks. Now some experts are
demanding the devices be redesigned or taken off the market." by Roni Caryn
Rabin Duodenoscopes put on Amazon 1 click IP invention projects with specs and
genius tutors to invent a Star Wars Duodenoscope. Roni needs to write this article
for the Times correction tomorrow. With super computer simulations of the
infections it gives the next user and how, why. Duodenoscopes have sickened
hundreds of patients in hospitals. 

8-6-2019 Duodenoscopes have sickened hundreds of patients in hospitals. by Roni
Caryn Rabin Yale and Harvard - Oxford stats for these Hospitals are not in Roni's
Times article. Who makes these dirty scopes; Olympus Medical Systems
Corporation, Pentax of America and Fujifilm Medical Systems USA manufacture
most of the duodenoscopes in use in the United States, with the lion’s share made
by Olympus. 

8-6-2019 "Coriolanus" is, to put it bluntly, addicted to war... War with Oil
Revenues of $777 Trillion, enough money to buy an Mac Book Pro for every Cafe
Table in Paris and have Hundreds of Trillion left over... Riches beyond belief from
Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups by Jimmy Carter and Prince Salman. Coriolanus
has little time for cosmic reflection or soul-searching soliloquies. 


